
AUDIO MASTERING

Mastering, a form of audio post production, is the process of preparing and transferring recorded audio from a source
containing the final mix to a data storage.

Alternatively, you could use this technique if you had loudness maximisation patched into a master buss and
you wanted to push the sound harder on some tracks. Until the introduction of tape recording, master
recordings were almost always cut direct-to-disc. Many of today's engineers were brought up in an essentially
vinyl-less world, and don't consider the problems discussed above. Sure, you can just duplicate the mixes, but
a mastered 'veneer' will give your listeners a better experience. When it's over, check the margin and note the
reading. This will become a standard for anyone making music. Even if this noise is way down in level,
removing it can improve the sound in a subtle way by opening up the sound stage and improving stereo
separation. Leave Headroom If your track is too loud the mastering engine won't have much to work with.
Unless that person can sit in on the mix and adjust the mastering processors, you're better off giving them your
files and some space to do their job right. Firstly, not all mastering situations require a professional's touch.
Finally, always back up your original mixed files prior to mastering. Now note the fader reading. Our chief
engineer has been playing, engineering, producing, and mastering audio for over 18 years. Remove Any
Master Bus Processing Remove any plugins you can from your master channel on your song before sending it
to eMastered. Clipping indicators are helpful, but programs that include a numeric read-out of how much a
peak level is above or below 0dBFS are far more useful. In addition to speaker reference we use a Grace
Design controller and Beyerdynamic DT 's for headphone referencing. What is Mastering? In addition clients
can communicate directly with our engineers throughout the process using their account. Read more about our
engineers. Managing Your Levels It's extremely useful to have access to exact headroom and gain figures
while mastering â€” these can be seen on this Sonic Foundry Vegas master fader at the top and bottom of the
meter, respectively. These big companies were often reluctant to make changes to their recording and
production processes. For example, if you decide there's too much multi-band compression, you won't be able
to undo this, and neither will any mastering engineer; you'll have to do another mix. So, to get a lot of material
on an LP, you have to cut the vinyl at a pretty low level.


